We consider the general asymptotic expression of stationary space-time. Using Killing equation, we reduce the dynamical freedom of Einstein equation to the ingoing gravitational wave Ψ 0 . The general form of this function can be got. With the help of asymptotically algebraic special condition, we prove that all Newman-Penrose constants vanish.
Introduction
In a classical work by Newman and Penrose [1] , ten conserved quantities are defined under some assumptions of asymptotic flatness, that are called Newman-Penrose (N-P) constants, but the physical meaning of these ten constants are still unclear. Much work has been done. It is found that those set of constants play important role in characterizing asymptotic flat space-time. On the level of perturbative theory, Price [2] had found the N-P constants of perturbative field strongly affected the long time evolution of that filed. On the full non-linear theory, works by Friedrich, Kánnár [3] and Valiente Kroon [4] show N-P constants contain the information that how the null infinity I + touches spacial infinity i 0 . In order to get more understanding of the N-P constants, we need to consider some examples for which we can really calculate the values of these constants. People once guessed that algebraic special condition might insure zero value of them, but Kinnersley and Walker [5] showed that this idea was incorrect. Some nice works have been done to calculate the value of the N-P constants for some examples [6, 7] . In this paper, we try to see what restriction is brought by the stationary requirement. As we will see, the stationary condition and an asymptotically algebraic special condition will vanish all N-P constants.
This paper is organized as following : section II focuses on the Taylor expansion of stationary space-time. With the help of Killing equation, we reduce dynamical freedom of gravitational field into a set of free-chosen constants. Detailed expression is given up to order o(r −6 ). Section III contains the main result of this work. With algebraic special requirement, we prove all N-P constants are zero. Finally in section IV some concluding remarks are made. In Appendix, we give expression of some spin-weight harmonic functions which is useful during the proof of the main theorem.
2 The general asymptotic expansion of stationary spacetime in Bondi-Sachs' coordinates
It is well-known that Bondi gauge choice [9, 10, 11] is a powerful tool to study asymptotics of space-time. In many classical works [8, 9, 10] , the formal asymptotic expansion of asymptotic flat space-time has been known in Bondi coordinates. With this result, many important quantities, such as Bondi mass, Bondi energy flux, can be expressed as integral on section of null infinity. Let's focus on stationary space-times. Obviously, there is no Bondi energy flux in such space-time, i.e.σ 0 = 0. Further more, the super-translation freedom can help us to set σ 0 to zero in stationary case [1] . Submitting this equation into the formal series, following the standard method in [9, 10] , the Taylor expansions of stationary space-time are:
2) N-P coefficients
. (2) 3) Weyl curvature where
Based on the results of characteristic initial value problem [12, 13, 14, 15] , we know the dynamical freedom of asymptotic space-time are characterized by {σ 0 , Ψ 1 , Re(Ψ 2 )} on I + and Ψ 4 on N, where N is an out-going light cone of the space-time. Obviously, the stationary condition has eliminated the freedom of news function. In this section, we will use Killing equation to reduce other dynamical freedom and get a general asymptotic extension of stationary space-time. As we have done in [20] , we choose the standard Bondi-Sachs' coordinates, use the standard Bondi null tetrad and gauge choice [9, 10] , express the time-like Killing vector as
The Killing equations are
Similar as the analysis in [20] , we can normalize function R to 1. Assuming the asymptotic behavior of A and T as
we can solve Killing equations order by order. The stationary condition impliesσ 0 = 0. Consequently, we have Ψ 
The second order Killing equations are
where ∂f = (δ 0 + 2sᾱ 0 )f . From these equations, we know σ 0 = 0,
). The third order equations are
Eq.(24),(27) imply
Because the spin-weight of Ψ 0 1 is 1, we can express it as a linear combination of spin-weight harmonics, i.e.
The action of ∂ and¯ ∂ on spin-weight harmonics are [9] 
Combining Eq.(23) withṪ 2 = 0, we get
The stationary condition insuresσ 0 = 0, which implies Ψ It is easy to see thatċ m = 0 and Ψ 0 2 = C, so we have
The Komar integral shows that −C is just the Bondi mass of this space-time and {B m } can be understood as the components of angular momentum. Here we notice that stationary condition helps us to restrict the form of initial data Ψ In order to get information of Ψ 0 , we need to consider higher order behavior of Killing equations. The forth order Killing equations are
Eq.(34),(37) imply
Eq.(26),(34) insure that Ψ 0 0 is independent of u. Our aim is to consider the Newman-Penrose constants, which are contained in coefficient Ψ 1 0 . So the fifth order of Killing equations is needed.
Eq. (41), (42) give
Equation above is the key one which helps us to control the N-P constants of stationary space-time in next section. It has been noticed that each order of Killing equation helps us to control the Taylor coefficients of the same order, just like Eq.(32),(39),(44). Similarly, higher order Killing equations are also with the same property. The general form should be
where f is known function [20] . The uncertainty comes from the homogeneous part of above equations. There are some free constants in each order. These arbitrary constants should be closely related to the famous Geroch-Hansen multi-pole moments [16, 17, 18] .
N-P constants of stationary, algebraic special spacetimes
In last section, we get the Taylor expansions of general asymptotic flat, stationary spacetimes up to order o(r −6 ) which is enough for us to calculate the N-P constants. The Killing equation also helps us to restrict the dynamical freedom. We have found the information of Bondi mass is contained in Ψ 0 2 , angular momentum is in Ψ 0 1 . By definition [9] , N-P constants are 
then the general solution of Eq. (47) is
Because of the definition, it is clear that onlyΨ 1 0 contributes to the N-P constants. Combining above equation with Eq.(32),(39), we havẽ
By definition, {G m } are just N-P constants. In general, it's easy to understand that N-P constants may not be zero because there are free constants {B m } and {A m } which are out of our control. Now, we consider the algebraic special case. The algebraic special condition is [19] 
Submitting the asymptotic extension of Weyl curvature into above equations, we get the first non-zero equation as
which means 2( 
Comparing above equation with the fifth line of Eq.(51), Eq.(55) also implies zero value of the N-P constants, so we have proved following result Theorem 1 All N-P constants of asymptotic flat, stationary, algebraic special space-time vanish.
Remark : What needs to emphasis is that Kerr space-time is an important special case of our theorem, i.e. all N-P constants of Kerr space-time are zero. Based on our knowledge, the value of the N-P constants of Kerr space-time is unknown. The value of N-P constants of Kerr space-time are also got by us with other methods [20, 21] .
Discussion
In last section, we prove a theorem that asymptotic flat, stationary, algebraic special condition vanishes all N-P constants. In fact, our result is a bit stronger than above theorem because only the leading order of the algebraic special condition is needed. Maybe we can call such kind of space-time as asymptotically algebraic special space-time. This tells us that algebraic special condition may not be a very suitable choice to control the N-P constants. A natural question is whether the stationary condition is enough to vanish all N-P constants in vacuum case. As we have seen, the stationary condition has strongly restricted the freedom of gravitational field. If this idea is right, it would give a physical understanding for N-P constants. Although we still haven't very strong evidence, some primary calculation implies this idea maybe right. This will be discussed in future works. (1 + cos θ) 2 e −2iφ .
